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Abstract— Traditionally, environmental monitoring is
achieved by a small number of expensive and high precision
sensing unities. Collected data are retrieved directly from
the equipment at the end of the experiment and after the
unit is recovered. The implementation of a wireless sensor
network provides an alternative solution by deploying a
larger number of disposable sensor nodes. Nodes are
equipped with sensors with less precision, however, the
network as a whole provides better spatial resolution of the
area and the users can have access to the data immediately.
This paper surveys a comprehensive review of the available
solutions to support wireless sensor network environmental
monitoring applications.
Index Terms— Wireless Sensor Networks; Low-Power
Personal Area Networks; Mesh Networks; IEEE 802.15.4;
Environment Monitoring.

I. INTRODUCTION
Environmental monitoring has a long history. In early
times analog mechanisms were used to measure physical
environmental parameters. Some of them with the ability
to record the values on paper dish. The old mechanisms
recorded data at specific intervals and required human
intervention to download them.
Some years ago, digital data loggers have replaced the
old mechanical. The digital data loggers are more easy to
operate and to maintain and more cheaper than the old
mechanisms. Digital data loggers may also be combined
with long-range communication networks, such as GSM,
to retrieve data from remote sites. However, digital data
loggers have some drawbacks. The digital data loggers
solution, usually provide monitoring at one point only and
in many cases multiple points need to be monitored. There
is not a standard to store data and to communicate with the
data logger, so several different solutions are used.
Recent advances in micro-electro-mechanical systems
and in low-power wireless network technology have
created the technical conditions to build multi-functional
tiny sensor devices, which can be used to observe and to
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react according to physical phenomena of their
surrounding environment [1]. Wireless sensor nodes are
low-power devices equipped with processor, storage, a
power supply, a transceiver, one or more sensors and, in
some cases, with an actuator. Several types of sensors can
be attached to wireless sensor nodes, such as chemical,
optical, thermal and biological. These wireless sensor
devices are small and they are cheaper than the regular
sensor devices.
The wireless sensor devices can automatically organize
themselves to form an ad-hoc multi hop network.
Wireless sensor networks (WSNs), may be comprised by
hundreds or maybe thousands of ad-hoc sensor node
devices, working together to accomplish a common task.
Self-organizing, self-optimizing and fault-tolerant are the
main characteristics of this type of network [2].
Widespread networks of inexpensive wireless sensor
devices offer a substantial opportunity to monitor more
accurately the surrounding physical phenomena’s when
compared to traditional sensing methods [3]. Wireless
sensor network has it own design and resource constrains
[4]. Design constrains are related with the purpose and
the characteristics of the installation environment. The
environment determines the size of the network, the
deployment method and the network topology. Resources
constrains are imposed by the limited amount of energy,
small communication range, low throughput and reduced
storage and computing resources. Research efforts have
been done to address the above constrains by introducing
new design methodologies and creating or improve
existing protocols and applications [1,2].
This paper provides a review on wireless sensor
networks solutions to environmental monitoring
applications. The remainder of this paper is organized as
follows. Section II gives an overview of sensor network
platforms. Section III analyses the standard IEEE 802.15.4
[5] while Section IV overviews recent sensor architectures.
WSN environmental monitoring projects are presented in
Section V and challenges related with environment sensor
networks are studied in Section VI. Section VI concludes
the paper and addresses future research challenges related
to WSN networks deployment.
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III. SENSOR NETWORK
E
PLATFORMS
Sensor noodes are the elementary
e
coomponents off any
WSN and they provide thee following basic functionaalities
[1-2,7]: i) signal conditiooning and daata acquisitionn for
different sennsors; ii) tempporary storagge of the acqquired
data; iii) dataa processing; iv)
i analysis off the processedd data
for diagnosiss and, potenttially, alert geeneration; v) selfmonitoring (e.g., supply voltage); vii) scheduling and
execution off the measurem
ment tasks; viii) managemeent of
the sensor noode configuratiion; viii) recepption, transmisssion,
and forwardiing of data paackets; and ix)) coordinationn and
management of communications and nettworking.
f
s, as
To providde the above-described functionalities
illustrated in Figure 1, a sensor node is composed byy one
or more senssors, a signal conditioning unit,
u
an analoog-todigital conveersion module (ADC), a central
c
processing
unit (CPU), memory, a raadio transceivver and an ennergy
power suppply unit. Deepending on the deployyment
environment, it can be necessary
n
to protect
p
the seensor
hardware aggainst mechannical and cheemical aggressions
with an approopriate packagge.

Figurre 1 - Sensor noode hardware arrchitecture.

Sensor noode hardware devices can be classifiedd into
three differennt main categoories [8]:
• Adaptedd general-purrposes compuuters. This seensor
platform usees hardware similar to em
mbedded perssonal
computers haardware, persoonal assistantss devices and lowpower persoonal computerr devices. Wiindows and Linux
L
are the maainly used opperating systtems. High level
programmingg languages can
c be used too develop softtware
components. Usually suppports simultaneous layer two
low power protocols
p
and layer two loccal area protoocols.
Processing capabilities, multiple layyer two prootocol
support and versatility arre the main advantages
a
off this
p
H
However,
they consumee a
hardware platform.
considerable amount of energy whenn compared with
ware platform
ms. Adapted general-purpposes
other hardw
computer pllatform are usually
u
used as a gatewaay to
connect the wireless
w
sensoor network to other
o
networkks.
• Embeddded sensor modules.
m
Thiss sensor harddware
platform usees commerciaal off-the-sheelf (COTS) chips.
c
These platfoorms are cheaaper than the previous beccause
COTS chipps are prooduced in large scale. A
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u (MCU) is used as centrral processingg
micrrocontroller unit
unit.. The C proggramming lannguage is usu
ually used too
prog
gram the platfform, enablingg the developm
ment of thighh
codee that fits in thheir limited m
memory size.
• System on chip. This pplatform uses applicationn
speccific integrateed circuits (A
ASIC), which integrate alll
senssor hardware components.
c
B
Because of thiis integration,,
systeems on chip platforms
p
are extreme low power, cheapp
and small size.
Hardware
H
mannagement, sccheduling policies, multi-threaading and multitasking
m
arre some of the
t low levell
serv
vices to be prrovided by aan operating system (OS)..
Morreover, the opperating system
m should also
o provide thee
supp
port for dynam
mic loading aand unloading
g of modules,,
prov
vide proper concurrency mechanisms,, Applicationn
Prog
gramming Innterface (API) to accesss underlyingg
hard
dware and enfo
force proper poower managem
ment policies..
The achievementt of those services in WS
SN is a non-d to the hardware consstrains [9]. A
triviial problem, due
classsification fraamework thaat compares the existingg
operrating systemss according too the core OS
S is proposedd
on [9]. The core OS
O features thhat constitute classificationn
fram
mework are architecture,
a
rreprogrammin
ng, executionn
mod
del and schedduling. Otherr features su
uch as powerr
man
nagement, sim
mulation suppoort, and portab
bility also hass
been
n considered. The proposeed framework
k was used too
com
mpare and evalluate the existting operating systems. Thee
operrating systemss were also evvaluated accorrding to WSN
N
appllication. TinyOS [10] and Contiki [11] are the mostt
used
d operating systems.
Several energyy storage devicces are availab
ble. Battery iss
the most
m
commonn energy storrage device. Fuel
F
cells andd
ultraacapacitors arre presented aas promising technologies..
Enerrgy harvestingg techniques ccan be used to
o increase thee
senssor energy auttonomy [12]. E
Energy harvessting schemess
deveeloped in thee laboratory hhave generateed 10 µW off
pow
wer from mechanical vibraations [13]. This energy iss
enou
ugh for low
w-frequency digital signaal processor..
Adv
vances in energgy harvesting and improvem
ments in nodee
integ
gration will make
m
possiblee to produce a battery lesss
infin
nite-lifetime sensor device. Wireless dataa transmissionn
conssumes more energy than data processsing. So it iss
prefferable to process the dataa at the senso
or in order too
miniimize the datta transmittedd to the otheer nodes. Thee
pow
wer consumed when the raadio is in recceive mode iss
almo
ost equal to thhat consumed when it is traansmitting [7]..
So, the radio musst be turned ooff when it is not required..
ntage of longg
Morreover, sensorr nodes musst take advan
perio
ods of idle tiime between interesting ev
vents to savee
enerrgy. In the inactivity pperiods, the sensor canss
graccefully scalingg back their eenergy consum
mption. So, itt
is crucial deffining the network’s performancee
requ
uirements usiing metrics ranging from
m latency too
accu
uracy and reliaability. Then, the network performs justt
enou
ugh data coomputation, aand data recceptions andd
transsmissions to meet
m the WSN
N application requirements..
Turn
ning off thee sensor posses the problem of how
w
neig
ghboring nodees can be organnize to wakeu
up at the samee
timee to communicate. Several approaches were
w
proposedd
to ad
ddress this prooblem, such ass [14] and [15
5].
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III. IEEE 802.15.4 OVERVIEW
The standard IEEE 802.15.4 [5] released in 2003,
represented a millstone because it was the first low-power
layer two standard for low power wireless personal area
network (LoWPAN). Several technologies have been
specified using IEEE 802.15.4 as link layer technology,
some of them proprietary, such as ZigBee [16] and
WirelessHART [17]. The ZigBee was created by ZigBee
alliance and defines the network, security and application
layers. The ZigBee alliance also publishes application
profiles that allow multiple vendors to create interoperate
products. The WirelessHART is an open-standard
wireless networking technology proposed by HART
Communication Foundation and it is also based in IEEE
802.15.4. It is mainly used in industrial environments.
WirelessHART, like ZigBee, is a stand-alone standard;
consequently do not support communications with other
networks without using a specific gateway device.
IEEE 802.15.4 physical layer provides an interface
between the medium access control (MAC) sub-layer and
the physical radio channel. Two services are provided,
the physical data service and the physical management
service. The physical layer is responsible for the
following tasks: i) activation and deactivation of the radio
transceiver, ii) energy detection (ED) sensed on the
current channel, iii) clear channel assessment (CCA) for
CSMA/CA, iv) channel frequency selection, v) link
quality indication (LQI) for received packets and vi) data
transmission and reception.
The physical layer is responsible to turn the radio
transceiver into one of the three states, that is,
transmitting, receiving, or sleeping (equivalent to turn off
the radio transceiver) according to the information
returned by MAC sub-layer.
Energy detection (ED) sensed on the current channel is
executed by physical layer and is an estimate of the
received signal power of an IEEE 802.15.4 channel. No
attempt is made to identify or decode signals on the
channel in this procedure. The result from energy
detection can be used as part of a channel selection
algorithm or for the purpose of clear channel assessment
(CCA).
The physical layer performs CCA using energy
detection, carrier sense or a combination of both. In
energy detection mode, the medium is considered busy if
any energy above a predefined energy threshold is
detected. In carrier sense mode, the medium is considered
busy if a signal compatible with IEEE 802.15.4 is
detected. In the combined mode, both conditions abovementioned must occur in order to conclude that the
medium is busy.
Wireless links under IEEE 802.15.4 can operate in 27
different channels. So, the physical layer should be able
to adjust its transceiver into a certain channel according
with the information received from the MAC sub-layer.
Link quality indication (LQI) measurement is
performed by the physical layer for each received packet.
The physical layer uses energy detection function, a
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signal-to-noise ratio or a combination of these to measure
the strength and/or quality of a link from which a packet
is received.
Modulation and spreading techniques are used to
transmit the data over radio channel. Data reception is
also a physical layer function.
The IEEE 802.15.4 defines the following three
physical operation modes: 20 kbps at 868 MHz, 40 kbps
at 915 MHz, and 250 kbps at 2.4 GHz (DSSS).
A device in an IEEE 802.15.4 network can use either a
64-bit address or a 16-bit short IEEE address assigned
during the association procedure. An 802.15.4 network
can accommodate up to 64k (216) devices.
The frame length is limited to 127 bytes because lowpower wireless links are used in communications and the
sensors have limited buffering capabilities.
The IEEE 802.15.4 define the following two types of
devices; full-function devices (FFD) and reducedfunction devices (RFD). In FFD all network
functionalities are implemented and therefore can be used
in peer-to-peer topologies and multi-hop communications
are supported. Reduced-function devices only support a
limited set of functionalities and they are used to measure
physical parameters and to execute uncomplicated tasks.
An RDF device does not support multi-hop
communications.
FFD and RFD devices organize themselves in personal
area network (PAN). A PAN is controlled by a PAN
coordinator, which has the function of setting up and
maintaining the network. Only FFD devices can assume
the role of PAN coordinator.
The MAC sub-layer provides an interface between the
service specific convergence sub-layer and the physical
layer. Like the physical layer, the MAC sub-layer also
provides two services, namely, the MAC data service and
the MAC management service. The MAC sub-layer is
responsible for the following tasks: i) support PAN node
association and disassociation, ii) transmit network
beacons if the device is a PAN coordinator; iii)
synchronize to the beacons, iv) use carrier sense multiple
access with collision avoidance (CSMA/CA) mechanism
for channel access, v) support the guaranteed time slot
(GTS) mechanism and vi) provide a reliable link between
two peer MAC entities.
To support self-configuration, IEEE 802.15.4 embeds
association and disassociation functions in its MAC sublayer. This not only enables a star to be setup
automatically, but also allows the creation of selfconfiguring peer-to-peer network topologies.
A coordinator must determine if the beacon-enabled
mode is required, in which a superframe structure is used.
In the beacon-enabled mode, a coordinator sends out
beacons periodically to synchronize the other PAN nodes.
A device attached to a coordinator operating in a beaconenabled mode must track the beacons to be synchronized
with their PAN coordinator. This synchronization is
important for data polling and for energy saving
purposes.
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The IEEE
E 802.15.4 MAC
M
providees two modees of
operation, the asynchrronous beacconless and the
synchronous beacon enablled mode. Thee beaconless mode
m
requires noddes to listen for
fo other nodees transmissioon all
the time andd as a consequuence drains the battery power
p
fast. The beaacon-enabled mode
m
is desiggned to supporrt the
transmission of beacon packets betweeen transmitterr and
receiver provviding synchrronization am
mong nodes. Inn the
beacon-enabled mode, thee PAN coordiinator broadcaasts a
periodic beaacon containinng informationn about the PAN.
P
Synchronizattion providedd by the beacoons allows devices
to sleep betw
ween transmiissions, whichh result in ennergy
efficiency and
a
extendedd battery lifeetime. Suppoorting
beacon-enabled mode in
i peer-to-peeer topologiees is
currently connsidered a chaallenge.
The periodd between tw
wo consecutivees beacons deefines
a superframe structure thhat is divideed in to 16 slots.
Beacon alwaays occupies the
t first slot, while
w
the otheers is
used to dataa communicattion. In order to support lowlatency appllications, the PAN coordiinator can resserve
one or moree slots, designnated by guarranteed time slots,
which are asssigned to devvices running such applicattions.
These devicees do not needd to use conteention mechannisms
before transmit. The beaaconless modde doesn’t peermit
s
so guaranteed tim
me slots cannnot be
superframe structures,
reserved. As
A a conseqquence, onlyy random acccess
methods, succh as unslottted CSMA/CA
A can be useed to
medium acceess. The IEEE
E 802.15.4 CS
SMA/CA doees not
include the request-to-seend (RTS) and clear-to--send
(CTS) mechaanism, becausse low data ratte is used.
The MAC
C sublayer em
mploys variouus mechanism
ms to
enhance the reliability off the link beetween two peers,
p
among them
m there are thhe frame ackknowledgmentt and
retransmissioon, data verifi
fication by usiing a 16-bit CRC,
C
as well as CS
SMA/CA.
A PAN can adopt onee of the follow
wing two nettwork
topologies [118]: star topoloogy and peer-to-peer topoloogy.
In a star topology a master-slave
m
n
network
moddel is
used (Figuree 2). An FF
FD device assumes
a
the PAN
coordinator role
r
and contrrols all the nettworks operattions.
only
Other nodes can be RFDs or FFD and communicates
c
with PAN cooordinator. Thhis topology is
i better suiteed for
small netw
works. In thhis configurration the PAN
coordinator

otheer FFDs outtside of its radio range. RFDs cann
com
mmunicate onlyy with FFDs ((Figure 3).

Figure 2 – Illustraation of a star toopology.

IV. OVERVIEW
W OF RECENT S
SENSOR ARCHIITECTURES

In peer--to-peer toppology FFD
D devices can
communicatee with other FFDs
F
within its
i radio rangee and
can use multi-hop commuunications to send messagges to

Reduced
R
innstruction
set
computter
(RISC))
micrrocontrollers with
w a small pprogram and data memoryy
size are used on low-end and low-cost sen
nsors devices..
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Figure 3 - Illlustration of a ppeer-to-peer top
pology.

Peer-to-peer topology suupports mo
ore complexx
topo
ologies, such as
a mesh or hiierarchical clu
uster. A meshh
netw
work topologgy is a PAN
N that uses one of twoo
conn
nection configgurations: fulll mesh topolo
ogy or partiall
mesh
h topology. In the full meesh topology, each node iss
conn
nected directlly to each off the others. In
I the partiall
mesh
h topology, some nodes are connecteed to all thee
otheers, but somee of the noddes are conneected only too
limitted number of nodes. When compared to starr
topo
ologies, mesh networks havve the capability to providee
exteension of network coveerage withou
ut increasingg
transsmit power orr receive sensiitivity, better reliability viaa
route redundancy, easier netwoork configuratiion and betterr
deviice battery lifee, due to fewer retransmissiions. As IEEE
E
802..15.4 does noot define any path selection
n mechanism,,
the IEEE
I
802.15.5 [6], also knnown as mesh
h WPAN, wass
charrtered in Novvember 2003 to develop the
t necessaryy
mechanisms that must
m be preseent in physicall and medium
m
WPANs to enable
e
meshh
acceess control layers of W
netw
working. The work
w
of the IE
EEE 802.15.5 group coverss
both
h high-rate and low-rate W
WPANs. So, th
he outcome off
this work group iss applicable oon IEEE 802.15.3 (high ratee
PAN
N) and on IEE
EE 802.15.4 prrotocols.
Many
M
routingg protocols have been specificallyy
designed for WSNs [19] wherre energy aw
wareness is ann
esseential design issue. Routingg protocols in WSN can bee
classsified from thhe perspectivve of network
k structure inn
threee different claasses, flat bassed, hierarchiccal based andd
locaation based. Inn flat based roouting, all nettwork devicess
havee the same roles in thhe routing topology. Inn
hieraarchical basedd routing, noddes can play different
d
roles..
Nod
des with highher resources can be used in multi-hopp
forw
warding and the
t other noddes can be uses in sensingg
funcctions. In loocation baseed routing, sensors aree
addrressed accordiing to their loocation, and daata are routedd
usin
ng node positioons. The routting mechanissms must takee
in co
onsideration the
t network puurpose and th
he architecturee
requ
uirements.
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Additionally, an external flash memory can be used to
provide secondary storage. Two approaches have been
adopted for the design of sensing equipment [7]. The first
approach uses a sensing board that can be attached to the
main microcontroller board through an expansion bus.
Usually, more than one can be attached. This is the most
expandable approach and can be found on Iris platform
[20]. A typical crossbow sensing board provides light,
temperature, microphone and two-axis accelerometer
device. Other boards only have I/O connectors and can be
used to connect custom sensor to the main board. In the
second approach, the main board also includes the
sensing devices. The sensing devices are soldered or can
be mounted if needed. The expandability is affected
because the available sensing devices options are very
limited. The second approach can be used to reduce the
production costs. TelosB [21] vendor follow the second
approach.
Currently, the most popular sensors platforms employ
one of two type radios designed by Chipcon [22], the
CC1000 and the CC2420. The CC1000 is the simpler and
the cheaper alternative. It offers a basic medium access
control protocol, operates in a license free band
(315/433/868/915 MHz) and has a bandwidth in the range
20-50 Kbps. It has a simple byte oriented interface that
allows software implementation of other MAC protocols.
The CC2420 is compliant with IEEE 802.15.4
specification, operate at 2.4 GHz license free band and
has 250Kbps bandwidth.
There are two popular microcontrollers used on WSN
platforms, the ATMega 128L [23] and Texas Instruments
MSP430 [24]. The ATMega 128L has 128KB of code
memory and 4KB of data storage. The MSP430 has
48KB of code memory and 10KB for data storage.
An exhaustive list of sensor boards, vendors and their
main characteristics are presented in [25].
Currently available sensor platforms mainly use two
size AA battery cells. Standard batteries are cheaper and
easy to replace. However they limit the platform size
reduction.
TinyOS and Contiki are the most used open source
and freeware WSN operating systems [9]. TinyOS is an
event driven operating systemand it uses a C-like
programming language (NesC), although incompatible
with C standard, which has a very low memory footprint.
Commands and event handlers may post a task, which is
executed by the TinyOS first-in first-out (FIFO)
scheduler. These tasks are non preemptive and run to
completion. TinyOS supports power management
functions. TinyOS is gaining its importance in the WSN
applications and has been ported to different platforms.
Although popular, TinyOS has some drawbacks, namely
the lack of supporting fault tolerance, preemptive
multitask, priority scheduling, dynamic programming,
and real time grantees. Contiki OS merges the advantages
of both events and threads execution models. It is
primarily an event driven model but it also supports
optionally preemptive multi-threading as an optional
application level library. Events in Contiki OS are
classified
as
synchronous
and
asynchronous.
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Synchronous events are scheduled immediately and
asynchronous events are scheduled afterward. In Contiki,
everything such as communications, device drivers and
sensors data handling are supported as a service and each
service has an interface and implementation. Contiki OS
also has support for dynamic loading and replacement of
individual programs and services in runtime. Applications
are developed using C++ standard language. There are
simulation tools to both operating systems. TOSSIM [26]
simulates TinyOS applications for sensor network and
Cooja [27] is a simulation environment for Contiki OS.
Both operating systems have support for IPv4 and IPv6
protocols.
V. WSN ENVIRONMENTAL MONITORING
Environment monitoring is a natural candidate for
applying wireless sensor networks, since the physical
variables that must to be monitored, e.g., temperature.
They are usually distributed over large regions.
Environmental monitoring applications can be broadly
categorized into indoor and outdoor monitoring [28].
Indoor monitoring applications typically include
buildings and offices monitoring. These applications
involve sensing temperature, light, humidity, and air
quality. Other important indoor applications may include
fire and civil structures deformations detection. Outdoor
monitoring applications include chemical hazardous
detection, habitat monitoring, traffic monitoring,
earthquake detection, volcano eruption, flooding
detection and weather forecasting. Sensor nodes also
have found their applicability in agriculture. Soil
moisture and temperature monitoring is one of the most
important application of WSNs in agriculture. Only
outdoor environmental monitoring will be considered in
this work.
When monitoring the environment, it is not sufficient
to have only technological knowledge about WSN and
their protocols. It is also necessary the knowledge about
the ecosystem.
Several projects, with real implementations, had
focused on environmental sensor networks; some of them
are presented bellow.
GreatDuckIsland [29] was the first WSN implemented
for habitat monitoring purposes. College of Atlantic and
Berkeley University conducts field research on several
remote islands. One of them, Great Duck Island (GDI) is
located 15Km south of Mount Desert Island, Main.
Studying the usage pattern of the nesting burrows when
one or both parents alternate between incubation and
feeding is the major objective of this project. A single
hop hierarchical network comprises 32 nodes in the first
phase and 120 in the last were set up at GDI. Berkeley
Mica sensor nodes with TinyOS installed were used to
measure temperature, humidity and atmosphere pressure
and to detect the presence of the birds. Readings from
sensor nodes are periodically sampled and relayed from
the local sink node to base station on the island. The base
station sends the data using a satellite link to a server
connected to the Internet.
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Sonoma Dust [30] is a WSN, constituted by 120
Mica2dot nodes that were installed on Sonoma County,
California to monitor the redwood trees habitat
conditions. Nodes with TinyOS were programmed to
measure the environmental conditions (temperature,
humidity and photo-synthetically active radiation) every
5 minutes and forwarded them through a multi-hop mesh
network to a local base station. The data is sent from the
base station to a computer located 70 Km away, through
radio links. The nodes were programmed to run at a very
low duty cycle to save energy.
A wireless sensor network was deployed to monitor
eruptions at Tungurahua volcano, located in central
Ecuador [31]. This single hop network is constituted by
five sensor nodes where three of them are equipped with
a specially constructed microphone to monitor infrasonic
signals originated by volcanic eruptions. The data
collected by the sensors are sent to a local sink and then
relayed over radio links to a computer located 9 Km
away. Mica2 nodes with TinyOS were used.
Measurement the microclimate in potato crops is the
main goal of Lofar agro project [32]. The collected
information will be used to improve the advice on how to
combat phytophtora within a crop, based on the
circumstances within each individual field. Phytophthora
is a fungal disease in potatoes, their development and
associated attack of the crop depends strongly on the
climatologically conditions within the field. A total of
150 sensor nodes, similar to the Mica2 motes, were
installed in a parcel for crop monitoring. Nodes are
manually localized and their location registered on a map.
Sensor nodes are equipped with sensors for registering
the temperature and relative humidity. In addition to the
sensor nodes, the field is equipped with a weather station
to register the luminosity, air pressure, precipitation, wind
strength, and direction. The sensor nodes use TinyOS
operating system. The data collected by the sensor nodes
is sended over a multi-hop routing protocol to the local
sink node (field gateway) and further transferred via WiFi to Lofar gateway. The Lofar gateway is connected via
wire to the Internet and data is uploaded to a Lofar server
and further distributed to a couple of other servers.
In SECOAS project [33] a sensor network was
deployed at Scroby sands off the coast of Great Yarmouth
and its purpose will be to monitor the impact of a newly
developed wind farm on coastal processes in the area.
New sensor hardware, based on MCU PIC 18F452 was
developed in this project and a new operating system,
designated by kOS (kind-of operating system) was
proposed to run on it. The sensor nodes are equipped with
sensors for registering the pressure, turbidity, temperature
and salinity. Sensor nodes, base stations on the sea and
land stations, form the hierarchical and single hop
network. Nodes transmit their data to the sea base
stations, which will then transmit the data to the land
station. Base stations are sensor nodes equipped with
additional functionalities, more power supplies and larger
communication range. The data accessed from the land
station via Internet.
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Foxhouse [34] get real time information about the
habitat of foxes in a fox house. A wireless sensor network
in the Foxhouse case has 14 nodes organized in two
clusters. The network uses FFD nodes to relay data and
RFD nodes for sensing. The sink node is connected to a
personal computer where data is stored. CiNet boards
compliant with IEEE 802.15.4 and based on ATmega
128L MCU are used on sensing nodes. The sensing nodes
are equipped with temperature, humidity and light
sensors.
In Sensorscope project [35], two networks were
deployed. The first network was installed in Wannengrat
to study environmental processes involving snow. The
second network was installed on a glacier in the canton
Valais, Switzerland, to measure air temperature, air
humidity, surface temperature, wind direction and speed,
precipitation and solar radiation. Seven nodes were used
in the first deployment and sixteen nodes in the second.
The similar solutions were used on both deployments. A
Shockfish TinyNode platform was chosen and it is
composed by a Texas Instruments MSP430 MCU and a
Semtech XE1205 radio transceiver, operating in the 868
MHz band. The sensing nodes and the sink node uses
TinyOS operating system. A multi-hop network is used to
support communications between the sink node and the
sensing nodes. Sensing stations regularly transmit
collected data (e.g., wind speed and direction) to a sink,
which, in turn, uses a gateway to relay the data to a
server. GPRS, Wi-Fi or Ethernet technologies can be
used to connect the sink node to the data base server,
which can be installed remotely. Data is published on a
real-time Google Maps-based web interface and on
Microsoft’s SensorMap website.
VI. CHALLENGES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL
SENSOR NETWORKS
The term Internet of Things [36] describes a vision in
which networks and embedded devices are omnipresent
in our lives and provide relevant content and information
whatever the user location. Sensors and actuators will
play a relevant role to accomplish this vision. Although,
extensive efforts have been done to achieve the Internet
of Things vision, there still some challenges that need to
be addressed. The most relevant are presented bellow.
Power management. This is essential for long-term
operation, especially when it is needed to monitoring
remote and hostile environments. Harvesting schemes,
cross-layer protocols and new power storage devices are
presented as possible solutions to increase the sensors
lifetime.
Scalability. A wireless sensor network can
accommodate thousands nodes. Current real WSN for
environment proposes the use of tens to hundreds nodes.
So it is necessary to prove that the available theoretical
solutions are suited to large real WSN.
Remote management. Systems installed on isolated
locations cannot be visited regularly, so a remote access
standard protocol is necessary to operate, to manage, to
reprogramming and to configure the WSN, regardless of
manufacturer.
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Usability. The WSNs are to be deployed by users who
buy them off the shelf. So, the WSN need to become
easier to install, maintain and understand. It is necessary
to propose new plug and play mechanisms and to develop
more software modules with more user-friendly interface.
Standardization. The IEEE 802.15.4 represents a
millstone in standardization efforts. Although,
compatibility between of-the-shelf modules is in practice
very low. It is important to specify standard interfaces to
allow interoperability between different modules vendors
in order to reduce the costs and to increase the available
options.
Mesh routing support. The mesh networks topologies
can both provide multi-hop and path diversity [40]. So, a
routing protocol to support multi-hop mesh network is
crucial [37], which must take into account the very
limited features of the network.
Size. Reducing the size is essential for many
applications. Battery size and radio power requirements
play an important role in size reduction. The production
of platforms compatible with the smart dust can be
determinant in WSN environmental monitoring.
IP end-to-end connectivity. Originally it was not
thought appropriate the use of IP protocol in WSN
networks, because of the perception that is was to heavy
weight to the WSN nodes resources. Recently, the
industry and the scientific community start to rethink
many misconceptions about the use of IP in all WSN
nodes [38]. Supporting IPv6 on sensor nodes simplifies
the task of connecting WSN devices to the Internet and
creates the conditions to realize the paradigm of Internet
of Things community. Additionally, by using IPv6 based
protocols, users can deploy tools already developed for
commissioning, configuring, managing and debugging
these networks [37]. The application developing process
is also simplified and open.
Price. Available sensor platforms on the market are
expensive which precludes its use widely. Produce
cheaper and disposable sensor platforms it is also a
challenge.
Support other transducers types. Environmental
monitoring usually uses limited type of transducers, such
as temperature, light, humidity and atmospheric pressure.
New environmental monitoring applications will be
developed and new transducers will be necessary to
measure new physical phenomena, for example image
and video. Transmit images and video on resources and
power constrained networks are a challenge [39].
The identified challenges must be addressed
simultaneously by scientific community and by industry
to create successful commercial solutions.
VII. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
In this research work, a survey on environmental
monitoring using wireless sensor networks and their
technologies and standards was carried out. Some of the
most relevant environmental monitoring projects with
real deployments were analyzed and the conclusions used
to identify the challenges that need to be addressed.
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Wireless sensor networks continue to emerge as a
technology that will transform the way we measure,
understand and manage the natural environment. For the
first time, data of different types and places can be
merged together and accessed from anywhere. Some
significant progress has been made over the last few years
in order to bridge the gap between theoretical
developments and real deployments, although available
design methodologies and solutions are still relatively
immature. As a consequence, widespread use of WSNs
for environmental proposes is not yet a reality.
It is predictable that in the near future any object will
have an Internet connection – this is the Internet of
Things vision. In smart cities, the environmental data will
provide usefully information to the citizens. For example,
air quality, transportation information, emergency
services, and so on. The citizens can access to this
information via Internet.
Nowadays, the IP suite protocol support in
environmental monitoring is inconsistent. It is necessary
design new protocols and evaluates the existing ones.
Assess the major benefits associated with the support of
the IP protocol on all nodes, using simulation and
testbeds is fundamental. This evaluation will be
addressed as a future work.
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